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Fuse box diagram fuse layout , location, and assignment of fuses and relays Jeep Wrangler JK ,
, , , , , , , , , , A fuse is an element for protecting the electrical system. A fuse will trip i. If an
electrical device is not working, check whether the respective fuse is blown. Look at the
silver-colored band inside the fuse. If the band is broken or melted, replace the fuse. Check
those fuses first that protect the failed component, but check all the fuses before deciding that a
blown fuse is not the cause. The Totally Integrated Power Module is located in the engine
compartment near the battery. This center contains cartridge fuses, mini fuses, and relays. A
label that identifies each component is printed on the inside of the cover. Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the
website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Never replace a broken fuse with
anything other than a new fuse. Always use a fuse of the same color. Never change a fuse with
another amperage. This can cause damage to the electrical system and fire. If the fuse blows
again, have the vehicle inspected at a qualified service center. When installing the Integrated
Power Module cover, it is important to ensure the cover is properly positioned and fully latched.
Failure to do so may allow water to get into the Integrated Power Module, and possibly result in
an electrical system failure. Main Page. This website uses cookies to improve your experience.
We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as
they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party
cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be
stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these
cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing
experience. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Ad vertisements. In this
article, we consider the second-generation Jeep Wrangler TJ , produced from to Here you will
find fuse box diagrams of Jeep Wrangler , , , , , , , , and , get information about the location of
the fuse panels inside the car, and learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout and
relay. Cigar lighter power outlet fuses in the Jeep Wrangler are the fuses 18 or 19 in the
passenger compartment fuse box, and 17 in the engine compartment The fuse panel is located
behind the glove box. Your vehicle is equipped with an electrical power distribution center
located in the engine compartment near the battery. A label inside the latching cover of the
center identifies each component for ease of replacement, if necessary. Cartridge and mini
micro fuses can be obtained from your authorized dealer. How to check the fuses? How to
replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents.
Fuse Box Location. To access the fuse panel the glove box must be removed. It is removed by
slipping the glove box strap off the hook and letting the door roll down off its hinges. Tilt the
upper edge of the glove box door upward toward the instrument panel enough to reattach the
glove box strap to the door. Rotate glove box door to closed position. Open and close to insure
proper installation. Fuse Box Diagrams. Learn more: How to check the fuses? We use cookies
to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site
we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Fuse box diagram fuse layout ,
location, and assignment of fuses and relays Jeep Wrangler TJ , , , , , , , , , A fuse is an element
for protecting the electrical system. A fuse will trip i. If an electrical device is not working, check
whether the respective fuse is blown. Look at the silver-colored band inside the fuse. If the band
is broken or melted, replace the fuse. Check those fuses first that protect the failed component,
but check all the fuses before deciding that a blown fuse is not the cause. To access the fuse
panel the glove box must be removed. It is removed by slipping the glove box strap off the hook
and letting the door roll down off its hinges. Tilt the upper edge of the glove box door upward
toward the instrument panel enough to reattach the glove box strap to the door. Rotate glove
box door to the closed position. Open and close to insure proper installation. The electrical
power distribution center is located in the engine compartment near the battery. A label inside
the latching cover of the center identifies each component for ease of replacement, if
necessary. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This
category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the
website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your

website. Never replace a broken fuse with anything other than a new fuse. Always use a fuse of
the same color. Never change a fuse with another amperage. This can cause damage to the
electrical system and fire. If the fuse blows again, have the vehicle inspected at a qualified
service center. Main Page. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume
you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses
cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these
cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are
essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies
that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in
your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Quick Links. Table of Contents.
Instrument Cluster. Fuel System. Troubleshooting Terminology Intermittent and poor
connections Has a Diagnostic Trouble Code 1. Is the temperature warning 3. Check for coolant
leaks and overflow tank and radiator? Fuel or ignition system Refer to 14 - Fuel System or 8 problems. Electrical for diagnosis and testing procedures. Dragging brakes. Check and correct
as necessary. Cylinder head gasket leaking 6. Clean vent and repair as necessary. Check for
blockage and repair as necessary. During wet weather, moisture 1. No repair is This is done to
prevent coolant supply hose and air supply hose. Remove the thermo Tighten the screws to 1.
The molded plastic EMIC housing has four integral mounting tabs, two on the lower edge of the
housing and one on each side. The EMIC is secured to the instrument panel structural support
with four screws. Current flow through the second coil indication of a problem to the vehicle
operator. EMIC that control each indicator requires the use of The hard wired chime inputs to
the determine the correct output to the rear window EMIC are diagnosed using conventional
diagnostic defogger relay. There should be no continuity. If OK, go to Step 3. If not OK, repair
the shorted panel lamp dimmer signal circuit between the instrument cluster and the left
multi-function switch as required. The dark outer layer of the overlay prevents the indicator
from being clearly visible when it is not illuminated. An amber lens behind the cutout in the
There gauges indicator will be illuminated. The gauge needle remains in the center of the red
The engine coolant temperature gauge gives an zone and the check gauges indicator remains
illumi Before begin If the indicator For proper diagnosis of the fuel and reset knob boot on the
outside of the cluster lens is emissions systems, the PCM, the PCI data bus, or available for
separate service replacement. The between ground and the 4WD switch sense part- dark outer
layer of the overlay prevents the indicator time input to the instrument cluster. For further
harness connector for the transfer case switch and a diagnosis of the part time indicator or the
instrument good ground. There should be continuity. A label on the cluster overlay beneath the
hub of the through the actuator test, the gauge needle will be If through the actuator test, the
gauge needle will be the instrument cluster turns on the check gauges At no time should any
source of electricity be per This residue consists primarily of harmless particulate by-products
of the small pyrotechnic charge used to initiate the propellant used to deploy the airbags. The
ACM microprocessor continuously vides verification of the direction and severity of an
monitors all of the airbag system electrical circuits to impact. A pre-programmed decision
algorithm in the determine the system readiness. The clockspring cannot be repaired. NOTE: If
the clockspring plastic latches are broken, be certain to remove the broken pieces from the
steering column upper housing. The other horn switch pigtail wire is routed The hybrid-type
inflator assembly includes a small canister of highly compressed argon gas. When the ACM
sends the proper electrical signal to the airbag inflator, the electrical energy generates enough
heat to ignite chemical pellets within the inflator. The ACM will also illuminate the Off indica- tor
of the switch for about seven seconds each time the ignition switch is turned to the On position
as a bulb test. This is a list of terms and definitions used in the wiring diagrams. Fuel Injector
NO. The valves are located on the top of the fuel tank Fig. The engine wiring harness connector
for each fuel injector is equipped with an attached numerical tag INJ 1, INJ 2 etc. Alignment of
the way through the reverse idler gear assembly. Liquid Gasket TB Make sure to keep 42 Install
countershaft fifth gear bearings into sealer bead to inside of bolt holes Fig. Ensure to use
sufficient petroleum jelly to hold rollers in position. Mark Snap Ring Thickness mm in. Standard
clearance is 0. Then slide transmission out from under vehicle. Three bolts at extreme rear of
housing are actually for the output shaft bearing retainer. It is not necessary to remove all three
bolts at this time. NOTE: Use proper size punch to avoid bending the shift shaft. Have helper
hold fixture tool in 8 Loosen rear reverse idler shaft bolt rear bolt place while housing and
geartrain is being rotated Fig. Bolts are rear of shift tower open- ing. Use a small pry tool
Position splitter between first and reverse gears. Petroleum jelly can be used to hold parts in
place. Check bearing surfaces of output shaft for nicks or scratches. NOTE: Snap rings are

available in thicknesses from 1. Install thickest snap ring that will fit in shaft groove. Ensure
washer halves are seated in shaft groove and that washer lugs are seated in shaft lug bores.
Verify i. Ensure locating dimple is between Verify snap ring is seated in shaft groove. Hold ball
in place with petroleum jelly. Carefully rotate output shaft until the synchro ring seats in
synchro hub and sleeve. It may be necessary to move retainer rearward with pilot stud in order
to start bolts in retainer. Verify seal is seated in hous- ing bore Fig. Roll pin must be flush with
socket Fig. Although retainer is one-way fit on housing, be sure bolt holes are aligned before
seating retainer. If equipped with 4WD, this adapter is located on the extension housing of the
transfer case drivers side. If equipped with 2WD, this adapter is located on the left side of the
transmission extension housing. Before tightening bolt, ver- ify speed sensor is fully seated
mounted flush to speedometer pinion gear adapter. Set clutch units aside for overhaul. The
output shaft in turn When the gear selector is moved into the reverse rotates with the annulus
gear in a counterclockwise position Fig. With the rear annulus gear stationary, the rear When
the gearshift lever is moved into the drive planet rotation on the annulus gear causes the rear
position the transmission goes into first gear Fig. If two members of the same planetary set are
driven, direct drive results. Therefore, when The vehicle has accelerated and reached the shift
two members are rotating at the same speed and in point for the upshift into direct drive Fig.
One procedure for vehicles that are drivable and an alternate proce- dure for disabled vehicles
will not back up or move forward. Plug is accessible through converter hous- ing. Pin is
accessible from converter housing side of case Fig. Keep rear support bolts together for
assembly reference. Slide drum and clutch through 1 Examine bolt holes in overrunning clutch
cam. Set drum and clutch Note that one hole is not threaded Fig. Verify that front clutch drive
lugs are fully engaged in slots of driving shell after installa- tion. Start at center and work
outward when tight- ening bolts. Do not overtighten valve body bolts. Use petroleum jelly to
hold gasket in place. Rear clutch thrust washer clutch retainer 1. The torque converter should
also be b Correct maximum level is to MAX arrow replaced whenever a failure generates sludge
and mark. This is necessary because normal converter c Incorrect level i
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s at or below MIN line. When fluid level is correct, shut engine off, release park brake, remove
funnel, and install dipstick in fill tube. If clearance is incorrect, clutch discs, plates, pressure
plates and snap ring may have to be Fig. Carefully slide cable off stud. Do not pry or pull cable
off. Remove oil pump by tilt- ing the edge of the oil pump from under the edge of the rear case
half and sliding the pump Fig. Then move sector to neutral 1 Remove transfer case indicator
switch. Tap seal out with drift and hammer. The bearing Fig. Verify that the retaining ring is fully
seated in mainshaft groove. If equipped with 4WD, this adapter is located on the transfer case
extension left side Fig. If equipped with 2WD, this adapter is located on the extension housing
of the transmission left side. Please include page number. Publications Dept. Print page 1 Print
document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

